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ABSTRACT

Miyaguchi, K and Demura, S. Relationships between muscle

power output using the stretch-shortening cycle and eccentric

maximum strength. J Strength Cond Res 22(6): 1735–1741,

2008—This study aimed to examine the relationships between

muscle power output using the stretch-shortening cycle (SSC)

and eccentric maximum strength under elbow flexion. Eighteen

young adult males pulled up a constant light load (2 kg) by

ballistic elbow flexion under the following two preliminary

conditions: 1) the static relaxed muscle state (SR condition),

and 2) using the SSC with countermovement (SSC condition).

Muscle power was determined from the product of the pulling

velocity and the load mass by a power measurement instrument

that adopted the weight-loading method. We assumed the

pulling velocity to be the subject’s muscle power parameters as

a matter of convenience, because we used a constant load. The

following two parameters were selected in reference to

a previous study: 1) peak velocity (m�s21) (peak power) and

2) 0.1-second velocity during concentric contraction (m�s21)

(initial power). Eccentric maximum strength by elbow flexion

was measured by a handheld dynamometer.

Initial power produced in the SSC condition was significantly

larger than that in the SR condition. Eccentric maximum strength

showed a significant and high correlation (r = 0.70) with peak

power in the SSC condition but not in the SR condition. Eccentric

maximum strength showed insignificant correlations with initial

power in both conditions. In conclusion, it was suggested that

eccentric maximum strength is associated with peak power in the

SSC condition, but the contribution of the eccentric maximum

strength to the SSC potentiation (initial power) may be low.

KEY WORDS rotary encoder, handheld dynamometer, manual

muscle testing, countermovement

INTRODUCTION

M
uscle action styles in physical exercise are
roughly classified into three types: isometric,
concentric, and eccentric muscle actions. In
dynamic exercise, eccentric muscle action

mostly precedes concentric muscle action. Such an exercise
is called a stretch-shortening cycle (SSC) (22,23). Concentric
contraction using an SSC produces greater power output in
a shorter period of time than a simple concentric contraction
by itself (22,30,39).
The use of an SSC with a countermovement is observed in

various sports activities and is needed to more effectively
perform the main motion itself. The agonist muscle is
expanded before themainmotion, and this is accompanied by
a considerable physical burden. For instance, Fukashiro (13)
has reported that a force of five times the weight of an object
is generated at the time of a countermovement when pulling
up the object using an SSC under elbow flexion. To bear this
large load, eccentric strength, functioning as breaking
strength, may largely contribute to the power output used
in the SSC, rather than isometric or concentric strength.
Hence, we hypothesized that muscle power output using an
SSC would show significant and high correlations with
eccentric maximum strength.
Until now, studies on the measurement, evaluation, and

reinforcement of muscle function have been mainly per-
formed using isometric and concentric contractions.
Recently, it has been easy to measure eccentric strength
through the use of an isokinetic dynamometer. However, it
has also been pointed out that themovementsmeasured using
this device differ from those actually used in sports settings,
which are mainly isotonic muscle contraction movements.
This is because the exertion force is measured under specific
conditions with controlled acceleration (17,28). Moreover,
because the device is very expensive and large, it is very
difficult to use it in general sports settings (40). Therefore, we
aimed to easily and simply measure eccentric strength by
using a handheld dynamometer (HHD), which is widely
used in medical institutions.
This study aimed to examine the relationships between

muscle power output using SSC and eccentric maximum
strength under elbow flexion.
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METHODS

Experimental Approach to the Problem

Until now, studies on SSC have been mainly performed
using jumping (3,6,7,38). However, this movement is a mul-
tijoint, whole-body movement, and performances are
considerably affected by technical factors (e.g., forward and
upward arm swings). Furthermore, quantification of muscle
power is difficult, because body weight is used as the
load (17).
On the other hand, SSC is used frequently in many sports

that require the use of the upper limbs, such as baseball, tennis,
and golf. Stretch-shortening cycle exercise is indispensable for
athletes who require upper-body power. However, the
muscle power of the upper limbs has not been extensively
studied in comparison with that of the lower limbs. Hence,
when evaluating muscle function in relation to sports
performance, we have to consider the measurement and
assessment of muscle function corresponding to SSC in the
upper limbs as well.
Hence, elbow flexion was selected in this study as a motion

that is not affected by body weight, that can isolate themuscle
groups related to the movement because it is a single-joint
movement, and that can use SSC with countermovement
easily.
As for power output properties, the jump with multijoint

movement differs greatly from the elbow flexion with single-
joint movement; however, the mechanism of SSC in the
individual joints is equal. Until now, the mechanism of SSC
also has been examined under elbow flexion (13,35). By
clarifying the relationship between SSC and strength under
elbow flexion, useful information may be obtained that can be
applied to future training regimes.

Subjects

The subjects consisted of 18 young adult males with regular
exercise experience (mean age 19.56 0.9 years, height 1.736
0.05 m, body mass 64.8 6 7.2 kg, and athletic career 4.6 6

2.5 years). They were selected from the following sports
backgrounds: baseball, badminton, soccer, tennis, volleyball,
track and field, and so on. Hence, the experience with SSC
movement may be different between individuals on the basis
of sport specificity. In addition, the subjects did not participate
in a periodic training program.
All subjects were judged to be right-handed by Oldfield’s

(31) handedness inventory. The power test was performed
with the dominant arm because of the tendency toward
dominant hand use in throwing or hitting. Informed consent
was obtained from all subjects after a full explanation of the
experimental project and its procedures. This study was
approved by the human rights committee of Kanazawa
University.

Procedures

Experimental Device and Muscle Power Measurement. Muscle
power was measured using a muscle power measurement
device that adopted the weight-loadingmethod developed by
Ikemoto et al. (20) (Yagami, Japan) (Figure 1). This device
consists of a rotary encoder attached to a fixed pulley and
a recording device. The rotary encoder (SUNX,
ORE38-1200) can measure the rotational angle with
a sampling frequency of 100 Hz via an analog-to-digital
interface. The rotational angle was converted to the pulling
velocity of the wire rope with the load in the recording
device. The muscle power was drawn from the product of the
pulling velocity and the load mass on the basis of Newton’s
second law of motion.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of experimental setup.
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Each subject sat sideways in an adjustable ergometric chair
and put his right arm on a table. Each subject then put his
axilla on the edge of the table with supination of the forearm.
A bowling protectorwasworn to restrict themovement of the
wrist. Each subject touched his palm to the handle and
explosively pulled the handle from the later-stated two
preliminary conditions by elbow flexion as quickly as pos-
sible in the opposite direction of a wire rope connected to
a load mass.
The range of motion of the elbow flexion was from 80 to

120� (full-extension angle was 0�), and the starting position
angle was 80�. To account for systematic error, the rotary
encoder and load cell were calibrated before each
measurement.

Experimental Conditions. To examine the relationship between
muscle power output using SSC and eccentric maximum
strength, the static relaxed arm muscle state (SR condition)
without using SSC was selected as a comparison condition.

1. SR condition: Each subject pulled the handle by only
concentric contraction as quickly as possible from a static
relaxed arm muscle state while keeping an 80� elbow joint
angle.

2. SSC condition: Each subject pulled the handle with the
same load using a voluntary countermovement according
to the subject’s own rhythm and timing within the range of
80–120�. Because the subject’s best SSC performance
could not be demonstrated when the restriction of
the countermovement was severe, the frequencies of the
countermovement were assumed to be arbitrary. The
starting angle of the concentric contraction on elbow
flexion was determined by a beeping sound from a device
at a position of 80�, and several rehearsals were performed
by the subject.
Because the subjects have

experienced SSC movements
of their upper limbs in each
sport, they were able to learn
the rhythm and timing of the
countermovementof this exper-
imental exercise within two or
three pretraining sessions. It
was assumed that the subjects
were exerting maximum power,
with the understanding that
this was the purpose of the
study.
The power test was per-

formed twice for the above-
stated two conditions, and the
higher value was used in the
analysis data. Test-retest reli-
ability at peak power was
high (SR: intraclass correlation
[ICC] = 0.85; SSC: ICC= 0.78);

therefore, it was speculated that each subject was able to exert
maximum power consistently.
In the case of using SSC with an upper extremity, it was

reported that the effect of prestretching is very large when
performing the movement, similar to a flexible spring (36).
Hence, when using countermovement, the lightest-intensity
load that can recognize weight without producing muscle
tone is desirable as the load setting. Thus, in this study we
used a constant load of 2 kg that was less than 10% of each
subject’s isometric maximum strength as measured by HHD.

Measurement of Eccentric and Isometric MaximumStrengths

Eccentric strength is often measured with an isokinetic
dynamometer. However, in the case of isokinetic muscle
action, it was pointed out that the inhibitory effect of the
nervous system is strong and that measured values of
eccentric maximal strength become low (15). Hence, the
eccentric maximal strength of elbow flexion was measured by
an HHD (mTas F-1, ANIMA), which is used by many
medical institutions because of its convenience. In addition,
isometric strength was measured as a comparison condition
to examine the characteristics of eccentric strength.
Handheld dynamometers can be used to precisely

document muscle force in actual units. This HHD is compact
and lightweight, and the reliability of measured values is high
(2). Eccentric strength was measured in a dorsal position by
referring to the manual muscle test (11). The tester stood by
the side of the bed, where the subject lay, and grasped the
forearm of the subject while the subject maintained a constant
posture (90� elbow joint angle) (Figure 2). The subject was
instructed to try to keep the forearm in that position with
maximum strength. The tester increased the force through
the HHD that was attached to the hand to force the elbow of

Figure 2. Measurement of eccentric maximum strength.
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the subject to extend (breaking the posture), and the
instantaneous pressure to the HHD when the subject could
no longer maintain the same posture was measured.
For measurement of isometric maximum strength, the

HHD was fixed to a belt that connected the wrist to
a perpendicular post while the elbow joint was maintained at
a 90� angle in the dorsal position (Figure 3). We measured
load pressure to the HHD that was exerted when the subject
pushed on the fixed HHD by isometric maximum contrac-
tion. Eccentric maximum strength was measured first, and
after 1 week isometric maximum strength was measured.
Both strength tests were performed twice, and the higher
value was used in the analysis data.

Evaluation Parameters

Power is calculated as the product of load weight 3 pulling
velocity. In this study, we as-
sumed the pulling velocity to be
the subject’s muscle power
parameter as a matter of con-
venience, because we used
a constant load.
The following two parame-

ters were selected in reference
to a previous study (29): 1) peak
velocity (m�s21), and 2) 0.1-second
velocity during concentric con-
traction (m�s21). It was sup-
posed that the former is peak
power and the latter is initial
power. In addition, Figure 4
shows the typical time-series
velocity curves, muscle con-
traction types, and evaluation
parameters observed in both
conditions.

Statistical Analyses

The reliability of measurement values byHHDwas examined
by ICC. The paired t-test was used to reveal mean differences
between isometric and eccentric maximum strengths and
between two conditions for muscle power parameters. The
relationships between the muscle power parameters of both
conditions and eccentric maximum strengths were examined
using the Pearson correlation coefficient. The criterion level
for significance was set at p # 0.05.

RESULTS

The ICC between the two trials of eccentric maximum
strength values measured by HHD was high (r = 0.87), and
that of isometric maximum strength was very high (r = 0.92)
as well. Table 1 shows the measurement results of eccentric
and isometric maximum strengths by HHD. Eccentric
maximum strength (29.7 6 4.3 kg) showed a significant
and higher value (about 17%) than isometric maximum
strength (25.66 4.6 kg) and significant and high correlations
(r = 0.76) with isometric maximum strength. The ratio of
isometric maximum strength to eccentric maximum strength
(ISO/ECC, expressed as a percentage) ranged from 97
to 153%.
Table 2 shows the parameters examined in the SR and SSC

conditions, the test results of mean differences, and the
correlations between each parameter and eccentric maxi-
mum strength. The SSC condition showed significantly
higher values than the SR condition in 0.1-second velocity
but not in peak velocity. As for the relationships between
eccentric maximum strength and each parameter, peak
power showed a significant and high correlation (r = 0.70)
in the SSC condition but not in the SR condition. On the
other hand, initial power showed insignificant correlations
in both conditions.

Figure 3. Measurement of isometric maximum strength.

Figure 4. Typical time-series velocity curve of static relaxed muscle state (SR) and stretch-shortening cycle (SSC)
conditions and parameters.
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DISCUSSION

The reliability of eccentric strength as measured byHHDwas
high. Hence, HHD may be used in general sports settings. In
addition, after measurement of eccentric strength, all subjects
reported delayed-onset muscle soreness that was specific
for eccentric movement (8,21). At the time of measurement
of isometric strength, muscle soreness was not reported.
Therefore, it was inferred that enough eccentric muscle
activity was caused by the test to measure eccentric maximal
strength using the HHD.
Muscle power exertions that use eccentric muscle actions,

where muscle and tendon are extended forcibly, can exert
larger power outputs than those exerted by concentric or
isometric muscle actions (34). Eccentric strength showed
a higher value (about 17%) compared with isometric strength
in this study. In addition, eccentric maximum strength
showed significant and high correlations (r = 0.76) with
isometric maximum strength. This suggests that eccentric
strength may be reinforced by isometric training that is aimed
at the reinforcement of conventional isometric muscle
strength. However, the ratio of eccentric maximum strength
to isometric maximum strength was 97–153%. Therefore,
the above ratio may be considerably different between
individuals who differ in training form or competition
characteristics.
The potentiation by SSC was confirmed only in the

0.1-second velocity compared with the SR condition. This

result is also supported by
reports such as those of Walshe
et al. (37) or Miyaguchi and
Demura (29) where SSC
potentiation was found to be
marked in the initial power
output (0.1-second initial
power). As for the upper limbs,
very dexterous movement is
possible, because they are
liberated from antigravity
mechanisms. Therefore, the
mechanism of power exertion

using SSC in the upper limbs may be different from the lower
limbs (antigravity muscle), in which tension is continuously
exerted to maintain one’s standing posture. Hence, it was
inferred that there were insignificant differences between the
SR and SSC conditions in peak power (peak velocity). This
suggests that the muscle power properties of the upper limb
cannot be properly evaluated with only peak power, as jump
performance can.
Hence, we paid great attention to the relationships between

0.1-second velocity and eccentric maximum strength. We
observed that eccentric maximum strength showed insignif-
icant correlations with 0.1-second velocity in both conditions.
From the above, it was suggested that the contribution of the
eccentric maximum strength to the SSC potentiation (initial
power) may be low.
Aura and Komi (4), Komi and Bosco (24), and Colliander

and Tesch (9) have reported that females showed higher
values than males in the ability to use elastic energy in
eccentric muscle action. Actually, it has been reported that
females are superior to males in the ratio of eccentric strength
to concentric strength (18). However, even if we considered
the physique differences of males and females, females are
generally inferior to males in sportive activities (i.e., abilities
of throwing and jump) to which SSC strongly contributes.
Additionally, although the decrease in eccentric strength
with aging is small in comparison with concentric strength
(32), the ability to generate explosive muscle power declines

TABLE 1. Measurement results by hand-held dyanometer.

Isometric strength (kg) Eccentric strength (kg) Ecc / Iso 3 100

Mean 25.6* 29.7* 117.3
SD 4.6 4.3 14.5
Range 17.3–33.4 20.2–33.6 96.8–153.4

*p , 0.01.

TABLE 2. Parameters measured in the SR and SSC conditions, and correlations between each parameter and eccentric
strength.

SR Condition SSC Condition

0.1 s velocity Peak velocity 0.1 s velocity Peak velocity

Pulling velocity (m/s) 1.45 6 0.25* 2.32 6 0.24 1.73 6 0.32* 2.36 6 0.23
Correlations with eccentric strength 0.10 0.37 0.26 0.70*

SR = static relaxed muscle state; SSC = stretch-shortening cycle.
*p , 0.01.
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rapidly with age. The above may suggest that the
contribution of eccentric strength to muscle power output
by using the SSC is not so large.
At the time of change (coupling time) in countermovement,

eccentric strength might be important to catch the momen-
tum of the counteraction by braking. This may be supported
by the result that eccentric maximum strength showed
a significant and high correlation with peak power in the SSC
condition but not in the SR condition. However, it is
important to note that eccentric maximum strength showed
an insignificant correlation with initial power in which SSC
potentiation was conspicuously observed.
Recently, muscular dynamics during muscle action have

been clarified using ultrasonography (14). Until now, for
vertical jumping (26) and walking (16), it has been
understood that an agonist is stretched at the time of
countermovement. However, in reality, it has been clarified
that the tendon considerably contributes to the output of the
lower limbs in that the tendon shortens while the muscle
exerts force by isometric contraction. In this respect, Kubo
et al. (25) report that athletes who have extensible tendons
show high performance in jumping or sprinting. Therefore,
tendon compliance may largely affect the muscle power
when using SSC in the upper limbs as well. It has been
reported that SSC performance is independent of maximum
strength in highly trained athletes (23,33). We will have to
examine the relationships between tendon compliance and
SSC performance in the future.
In conclusion, it was suggested that eccentric maximum

strength is related to peak power using the SSC, but the
contribution of eccentric maximum strength to the initial
power in which SSC potentiation was conspicuously
observed may be low.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Because eccentric muscle training is effective for increasing
maximum muscular strength (10,12,27), it has been used in
sports training and clinical rehabilitation. Furthermore, until
now it has been suggested that eccentric maximum strength
has specific exertion properties related to specific sporting
events and contributes to the performance (1). However, the
eccentric maximum strength of the elbow flexor muscle
(biceps brachii) showed an insignificant correlation with SSC
potentiation (initial power) in this study. Consequently, it was
suggested that muscle power output using SSC (SSC
performance) is not necessarily improved, even if maximum
muscular strength is reinforced by eccentric muscle training
in the upper limbs.
Miyaguchi and Demura (29) have reported that the 1RM

bench press contributes to the rate of force development
(initial power). Therefore, traditional weight training may be
effective in improving SSC performance. Additionally, to
improve SSC performance, it has been reported that first
increasing the maximum muscle strength, and then perform-
ing plyometrics training such as jump training or medicine

ball training, is most effective (19). In the future, we will have
to examine the effectiveness of plyometrics for enhancing
tendon compliance in improving SSC performance.
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